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Abstract

The present Korean-Chinese-Japanese joint work leads the validity of
Oka’s principle to the holomorphy of a domain with smooth boundaries
in separable Hilbert spaces.

1. Introduction

In one complex variable, a domain D in the complex plane C is
unconditionally a domain of holomorphy, that is, the existence of the
domain of a holomorphic function on D by a theorem of Weierstrass. H.

Cartan [3] stated without proof that a Cousin-I domain in 2C  is a
domain of holomorphy and Behnke-Stein [2] proved it. Oka [56] proved

that a domain of holomorphy in nC  is Cousin-I. So, the solvability of
Cousin-I problem characterizes the holomorphy for a domain in the two

dimensional complex space .2C
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Concerning Cousin-II problem, Thullen [67] stated that the

punctured polydisc in 2C  is not a domain of holomorphy but is a Cousin-

II domain. Oka [57] proved that a Cousin-II problem in a domain of

holomorphy in nC  is holomorphically solvable if and only if it is

topologically solvable. J. P. Serre called this “Oka’s principle” and Thom
praised it as the most beautiful principle in Analysis when he visited
Kyushu University.

Let O  and ∗O  be the sheaves of, respectively, additive and
multiplicative groups of germs of holomorphic functions and of
holomorphic functions, which take never the value zero. Any domain D

with the vanishing cohomology ( ) 0,H1 =OD  or ( ) 0,H1 =∗OD  is Cousin-I

or Cousin-II. Kajiwara [18] proved that a domain D in 2C  is a domain of

holomorphy if ( ) .0,H1 =∗OD  So, the punctured Thullen’s polydisc D is a

Cousin-II domain for which ( ) .0,H1 ≠∗OD

Concerning general Cousin problems, we are interested in deriving
the holomorphy of a domain from the cohomology vanishing. Let L be a
complex Lie group. We denote by LA  the sheaf of germes of holomorphic

mappings into L. We denote by 0
LE  or ∞

LE  the sheaf of germes of

continuous or ∞C  mappings into L. When L is the additive group C or

the multiplicative group { },0: −=∗ CC  the sheaf LA  coincides with the

above O  or .∗O  Kajiwara-Kazama [31] proved that a domain Ω in a two

dimensional Stein manifold is also Stein if there exists a positive

dimensional complex Lie group L with ( ) .0,H1 =Ω LA  Kajiwara [22]

proved that a domain ( )ϕ,D  over the two dimensional complex projective

space 2P  is a domain of holomorphy over 2P  if there exists an abelian

complex Lie group L with ( ) .0,H1 =LS A  For non abelian L, Kajiwara-

Watanabe [42, 43] obtained similar results for domains in 2P  and a

product of two Riemann surfaces, which are not Stein.

In case that the dimension is larger than 2, by Cartan [4], the domain

( ){ }0,0,0: 3 −= CD  is not a domain of holomorphy but satisfies
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( ) .0,H1 =OD  So, the vanishing of the cohomology of degree 1 is not

sufficient to let D be a domain of holomorphy. For an analytic coherent
sheaf F  over a Stein space D and for a positive integer p, the theorem of

Oka-Cartan-Serre [58, 5, 64], gives the cohomology vanishing ( )F,H Dp

.0=  Moreover, by Serre [65], a domain D in nC  is a domain of

holomorphy if ( ) 0,H =ODp  for .1...,,2,1 −= np  In other words,

vanishing of a suitable cohomology with degree from 1 to 1−n

characterizes the Steinness of n dimensional domains. Kajiwara [25]
proved that a domain D with real 1 codimensional continuous boundary
in a finite dimensional Stein manifold S is Stein, if and only if there
exists a positive dimensional complex Lie group L such that

( ) ,0,1 =LPD A∩H  for any analytic polycylinder P in S.

In infinite dimensional case, Dineen [8] proved ( ) 0,H1 =Ω O  for the

structure sheaf O  over a pseudoconvex domain Ω in a C-linear locally

convex space E equipped with the finite open topology .0τ  So,

pseudoconvexity implies the cohomology vanishing similar to the finite
dimensional case. Kajiwara-Shon [37] proved, however, for a

pseudoconvex domain Ω in the C-linear locally convex space E equipped

with the topology ,0τ  for an analytic subset A of Ω and for any positive

integer 2codim −≤ Ap  the cohomology vanishing ( ) .0,H =−Ω OAp

The complement A of the open set A−Ω  with respect to the

pseudoconvex domain Ω has no interior point but in case ∞=codim  the

cohomology vanishing of all positive degree does not imply that the
domain is a domain of holomorphy. Moreover, Ohgai [55] proved, for any

positive integers p and q, for a pseudoconvex domain Ω in the C-linear

locally convex space E equipped with the topology ,0τ  for a q-convex ∞C

function ϕ on Ω and for a negative number c, ({ ( ) >ϕΩ∈ xxp ;H

} ) .0, =Oc  Kajiwara et al. [33] obtained similar results for a separable

Hilbert space S instead of E with the topology .0τ  In this case, the

complement ( ){ }cxx ≤ϕΩ∈ ;  of the open set ( ){ }cxx >ϕΩ∈ ;  with

respect to the open set Ω may have interior points in ( ){ }.; cxx <ϕΩ∈
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So, in infinite dimensional case, vanishing of cohomology of all

positive degree of the structure sheaf O  of the domain Ω does not assure

the pseudoconvexity of the domain Ω.

Concerning more general Cousin problems, Grauert [14] established
the validity of the above Oka’s principle on the bijectivity and injectivity

of the canonical mapping ( ) ( ),,H,H: 0110
LLa SSj EA →  induced by the

injection 0
LL EA →  for a Stein space S and a complex Lie group L, where

LA  and 0
LE  are, respectively, the sheaves over S of holomorphic and

continuous mappings in L.

Concerning characterization of Steinness of domains by Oka’s

principle, Kajiwara-Nishihara [35] proved that a domain D in a two

dimensional Stein manifold is also Stein if and only if there exists a

positive dimensional complex Lie group L such that Oka’s principle holds

for the complex analytic fiber bundle with D as base space and with L as

a structure group, by proving that the quasi-injectivity of the canonical

mapping ( ) ( )0110 ,H,H: LLaj EA Ω→Ω  implies Steinness of D.

Thus, in two dimensional case, the existence of a positive dimensional
complex Lie group for which Oka’s principle holds in the above sense
characterizes the holomorphy of a domain.

In higher dimensional case, Kajiwara-Takase [41] considered a
product space of a Riemann surface and complex tori and Kajiwara [28]

proved that a domain nD P≠  of nP  is Stein if and only if there exists a

positive dimensional complex Lie group L such that the canonical

mapping ( ) ( )0110 ,H,H: LLa ZDZDj EA ∩∩ →  is quasi-injective for any

analytic polycylinder Z in ,nP  where quasi-injectivity means that the

preimage of the neutral element of ( )01 ,H LZD E∩  is also the neutral

element of ( ).,H1
LZD A∩  Kajiwara [29] proved that a domain Ω with

real 1 codimensional continuous boundary in a Stein manifold S is also

Stein, if and only if there exists a positive dimensional complex Lie group

L such that ( ) ( )0110 ,H,H: LLa PPj EA ∩∩ Ω→Ω  is quasi-injective for
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any analytic polycylinder P in S. Thus, he characterized the holomorphy

of Steinness of a domain Ω with real 1 codimensional smooth boundary in

a Stein manifold S from validity of Oka’s principle, i.e., quasi-injectivity

of the canonical mapping ( ) →Ω La Pj A,H: 10 ∩ ( )01 ,H LP E∩Ω  for the

cohomology of only the first degree with coefficient only one sheaf LA

but of the intersection of the domain Ω and any analytic polycylinder P in

S.

Leiterer [45] replies immediately other 3 characterizations of

Steinness of a domain Ω, the boundary of which is not necessarily real 1

codimensional continuous one, in an n dimensional Stein manifold S by

the validity of Oka’s principle. As the second one, a domain Ω in S with

( ) 0,H1 =Ω O  is Stein if and only if, for the set ( )Ω∑ n2  of holomorphic

vector bundles over Ω which have characteristic fiber n2C  and which are

subbundles of the product bundle ,12 +×Ω nC  an element E of ( ),2 Ω∑ n

which is topologiacally stably trivial over Ω, there exists a holomorphic

vector bundle F over Ω such that FE ⊕  is holomorphically trivial.

In the infinite dimensional case, Kajiwara [26] proved the validity of

Oka’s principle for analytic fiber bundles over pseudoconvex domains in

C-linear spaces with the topology .0τ  Kajiwara [27] proved ( ) 0,H1 =Ω O

in a pseudoconvex domain Ω in a complex projective space E from the

C-linear spaces equipped with the topology 0τ  and recently Honda et al.

[16] extended it to the case that the space E is the complex projective

space induced from a complex Banach space with an unconditional

Schauder basis.

Recent investigation of the school of Lempert is very remarkable:

Lempert [47] solved ∂ -equations in pseudoconvex domains of spaces

belonging to the category of Banach spaces, which are equipped with

Schauder basis and satisfy his hypothesis (X), and gave cohomology

vanishing theorems for pseudoconvex domains in those Banach spaces.

And his ablest disciple Patyi [60, 61, 62] developed the theory of Grauert-

Oka’s principle. So, please visit his home page: http://www.math.

uci.edu/ipatyi/.
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The aim of the present paper is to extend the above Kajiwara’s results
[29] to separable Hilbert spaces, the dimensions of which are naturally
infinite, as Theorem 3 in Section 3 and characterize the holomorphy of a

domain Ω with real 1 codimensional smooth boundary even in a

separable Hilbert space S by validity of Oka’s principle, i.e., quasi-

injectivity of the canonical mapping ( ) ( )0110 ,H,H: LLa PPj EA ∩∩ Ω→Ω

for the cohomology of only the first degree with coefficient only one sheaf

LA  but of the intersection of the domain Ω and any analytic polycylinder

P even in the infinite dimensional S. Theorem 3 is already proved by Li

[52] for C-linear locally convex space E equipped with the topology 0τ

instead of the separable Hilbert space S equipped with the 2  norm, 2

satisfying the hypothesis (X), and by Kajiwara et al. [33] when the group

L is the additive group C of complex numbers.

2. Limit of Cohomology Groups

In this section, we consider exclusively a finite p-dimensional Stein
manifold S. A pair ( )ψ,D  of a Hausdorff space D and a local

homomorphism SD →ψ :  is called a domain over S. We induce

canonically a complex structure on ( )ψ,D  so that the mapping ψ is

locally biholomorphic. Two domains ( )11, ψD  and ( )22, ψD  are said to

satisfy ( ) ( )2211 ,, ψψ DD ≺  if there exists a locally biholomorphic

mapping 21: DD →τ  with .21 τψ=ψ

We consider a sequence ( ){ }1;, ≥ψ nD nn  of domains over S with

( ) ( )11,, ++ ψψ nnnn DD ≺  for any 1≥n  and call it a monotonically

increasing sequence over S. Then, for each pair of positive integers m and

n with ,mn ≤  there exists canonically a holomorphic mapping n
mτ  of nD

in mD  with n
mmn τψ=ψ  and k

n
n
m

k
m ττ=τ  for .mnk ≤≤  By Kajiwara

[20], there exists the limit domain ( )ψ,D  over S. Let DDnn →τ :  be

the canonical mapping.

Concerning the structure sheaf ,O  i.e., the sheaf of germs of

holomorphic functions, we induce, for any ,1≥≥ nm  by the local
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holomorphism ,: mn
n
m DD →τ  the canonical homomorphism

( ) ( )OO ,H,H: 11
nm

m
n DD →π (1)

satisfying m
m
nn ππ=π  for any .1≥≥≥ nm  Hence the sequence of

cohomology C-modules { ( ) }m
nnD π;,H1 O  is an inverse system of

C-modules in the sense of Eilenberg-Steenrod [11]. Let

( )O,Hlim 1
nn D∞→  be its limit in the sense of Eilenberg-Steenrod [11].

Kajiwara [20] proved the following theorem:

Theorem 1. The canonical mapping

( ) ( ),,Hlim,H: 11 OO nn
DD

∞→
→π (2)

is injective for monotonically increasing sequences ( ){ }1;, ≥ψ nD nn  of

domains over a Stein manifold.

As a corollary he obtained:

Corollary. The limit of a monotonically increasing sequence of

Cousin-I domains over a Stein manifold is Cousin-I.

Let L be a finite dimensional complex Lie group, LA  and p
LE  ( p≤0

)∞≤  be, respectively, the sheaves of germs of holomorpic and pC

mappings in L. Now, we present the following theorem, which is proved

by Li [52]. The canonical mapping π of (3) below is said to be quasi-

injective if the preimage ( )01−π  of the neutral element 0 is also neutral in

( ).,H1
LD A

Theorem 2. The canonical mapping

( ) ( ),,Hlim,H: 11
LnnL DD AA

∞→
→π (3)

is quasi-injective for a monotonically increasing sequence {( );, nnD ψ

}1≥n  of domains over a Stein manifold S, where quasi-injectivity means

that any element β of ( )LD A,H1  is neutral if the canonical image of β in

( )LnD A,H1  is neutral for any .1≥n
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Proof. For any ,1≥n  let ( )nnD ψ~,
~

 be the envelope of holomorphy of

the domain ( )nnD ψ,  over the Stein manifold S, ( )ψ,D  be the limit of

the monotonically increasing sequence ( ){ } DDnD nnnn →τ≥ψ :,1;,  be

the canonical mapping with ,nn τψ=ψ  nnn DD
~

: →λ  be the canonical

mapping with ,~
nnn λψ=ψ  ( )ψ~,

~
D  be the limit of the monotonically

increasing sequence of domains {( ) }1;~,
~ ≥ψ nD nn  with canonical

mappings ( )nmn
m ≥τ~  over the Stein manifold S and DDnn

~~
:~ →τ  be

the canonical mapping with nn τψ=ψ ~~~  for any .1≥n  Then, the limit

domain ( )ψ~,
~
D  is the envelope of holomorphy of the domain ( )ψ,D  over

the Stein manifold S. Let { }1; ≥nQn  be a sequence of relatively compact

open subsets of D such that the closure of each nQ  is contained in 1+nQ

and .
~

1 nn QD ∞
== ∪  By the argument at page 42 of Kajiwara [20], we may

assume that, for each ,1≥n  there exists a relatively compact subset nQ′

of ,nQ  nP  of D such that nτ  maps nQ′  biholomorphically onto nP′  and

there holds

( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 1 1 1, , ,n n
n n n n n n n n n n nQ Q P P Q P D P∞
+ + + + + =′τ ′ ⊂ τ ⊂ λ ′ ⊂ = ∪ (4)

and moreover that each pair ( ( ) )11 , ++τ nn
n
n PP  is Runge.

Now we prove neutrality of the preimage β by the mapping π of the

neutral element α of ( ).,Hlim 1
Lnn D A∞→  There associate an open

covering { }IiUi ∈= ;U  and an element { } ( )Lij Ijiff AU ,Z,; 1∈∈=

such that f represents β. We consider the open covering ( ) =τ− :1 Un

{ ( ) }IiUin ∈τ− ;1  of the domain nD  for any .1≥n  Since we assume that α

is neutral, the cocycle { } ( ( ) )Lnnijn Ijiff AU ,Z,;: 11 −τ∈∈τ=τ  is a

coboundary of a 0-cochain { } ( ( ) ),,C; 10
Ln

n
i

n Iihh AU−τ∈∈=  there holds

( ) 1−=τ n
i

n
jnij hhf (5)

in ( )jin UU ∩1−τ  for any ., Iji ∈
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For any ,1≥n  we put

( ) ( )n
i

n
n

n
i

n hhk 1
1

1: −
+

+ τ= (6)

in ( )in U1−τ  for each .Ii ∈  Then LDk nn →:  is a well-defined

holomorphic mapping and, by Adachi et al. [1], there exists a holomorphic

mapping LDk n
n →~

:
~

 with nnn kk τ=
~

 for any .1≥n  There is no

consistency between nk  and nk
~

’s. Since each ( ( ) )11 , ++τ nn
n
n PP  is a Runge

pair, in accordance with the fine arguments in Section 4 of Grauert [12],

the mapping nk
~

 is approximated by holomorphic mappings of 1+nP  into

L on any relatively compact subset of it. And, therefore nnn kk τ=
~

 is

approximated by holomorphic mappings nk  of 1+nQ  into L on any

relatively compact subset of it. We replace the mappings 1+n
ih  by nn

i kh 1+

and, for each 1≥n  and i in I, we construct inductively a sequence

{ }1; ≥nf n
i  of holomorphic mappings ( ) LUf in

n
i →τ−1:  so that there

holds ( ) 1−=τ n
i

n
jnij fff  for any 1≥n  and Ii ∈  and that each sequence

{ }1; ≥nf n
i  converges to a holomorphic mapping LUf ii →:  uniformly

on any compact subset of iU  for any in I. Then the cocycle { }Ijiff ij ∈= ,;

( )LAU ,Z1∈  is the coboundary of the 0-cochain { } ( ).,C; 0
Li Iigg AU∈∈=

Thus we have proved the neutrality of the preimage of the neutral

element of ( )Lnn D A,Hlim 1
∞→  by the mapping π.

The canonical mapping ( ) ( ) ( )∞≤≤→ pDDj p
LL

a
p 0,H,H: 11 EA  is

said to be quasi-injective if the preimage ( ) ( )01−a
pj  of the neutral element

0 in ( )p
LD E,H1  is the neutral element 0 in ( ).,H1

LD A

Let L be a complex Lie group, L  be its Lie algebra and L→L:exp

be the exponential mapping. Let X be an element of .L  A domain D in a

complex manifold S is said to be X-regular if, for any open covering =:U
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{ }AU ∈αα;  of D, any cocycle { } ( )OU ,Z,: 1∈∈βααβ Af  and the element

,L∈X  the cocycle { ( ) } ( )LAXf AU ,Z,;exp 1∈∈βααβ  is a coboundary

( ).,B1
LAU∈

3. Validity of Oka’s Principle for Infinite Dimensional Domains

with Smooth Boundaries Leads Holomorphy of Domains

Let E be a C-linear Hausdorff space and Λ be the set of finite

dimensional C-linear subspaces of E. A complex valued function f on an

open subset D of E is said to be Gâtaux holomorphic if, for any F in Λ, the

restriction of f to FD ∩  is holomorphic on the open subset FD ∩  of the

finite dimensional complex space F. A complex valued Gâtaux

holomorphic function f on an open subset D of E is said to be holomorphic

if f is continuous on D. An open subset D of E is said to be pseudoconvex

if, for any F in Λ, the intersection FD ∩  is a pseudoconvex open set of

the C-linear space F of finite dimension for any F in Λ. A topology on E is

said to be finite open if the family of open sets consists of subsets O of E

such that, for any F in Λ, the intersections FO ∩  are open sets.

Let E be a C-linear Hausdorff space and D be a domain of E. The

boundary of D is said be smooth, if, for any boundary point x of D, there

exist an open neighborhood U of x in E and a real valued function β of

class 1C  on U such that 0d ≠β  at any Uy ∈  and that { ;UyUD ∈=∩

( ) }.0<β y

Quasi-injectivity of the canonical mapping (7) in Theorem 3 below
means that the preimage of the neutral element by the canonical
mapping (7) below is also the neutral element in the cohomology set.

Under these notations we have the following theorem, which is
proved by Li [52] when the space S is the locally convex space equipped

with the topology 0τ  and by Kajiwara et al. [33] when the Lie group L is

the additive group of complex numbers.

Theorem 3. Let S be a separable Hilbert space, Ω be a domain with

smooth boundary in S. If there exists a complex Lie group L of dimension
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m finite and positive such that the canonical mapping

( ) ( )0110 ,,:j LLa PP EA ∩∩ Ω→Ω HH (7)

is quasi-injective for any open convex set P in S, then Ω is a domain of

holomorphy in S.

Proof. Let L  be the Lie algebra of L and L→L:exp  be the

exponential mapping. We denote by ( )C,GL:Ad mL →  and →L:ad

( )C,mg  the adjoint representations, where ( ),,GL Cm  ( )C,mg  are,

respectively, the Lie group of invertible mm ×  matrices and the Lie

algebra of mm ×  matrices.

We take any non zero element X of .L

By Noverraz [54], many definitions of pseudoconvexity are equivalent

and by Gruman [15] a pseudoconvex domain in the Hilbert space S is a

domain of holomorphy. So, it suffices to prove the pseudoconvexity of the

cut fS∩Ω  of the domain Ω by any finite dimensional affine subspace fS

of S. To begin with finite n pieces of orthonormal vectors of S, which span

the affine subspace ,fS  we put them in the opening of a complete

orthonormal basis of S, we regard S as the space 2  of sequences

( )...,...,,, 21 kzzzz =  of complex numbers kz  which satisfy =:z

,
1

2 +∞<∑∞
=k kz  regard nC  as its subspace { ( )...,...,,, 21 nzzzz =

( )}nkzk >=∈ 0;2  and regard fS  as an affine subspace of .nC

Without loss of generality, we may assume that .n
fS C=

Let n
n S C→≅ρ 2:  be the projection defined by

( ) ( ) ....,,,...,,...,,, 21121
n

nnnn zzzzzzz C∈=ρ + (8)

We put .: n
n C∩Ω=Ω  Let nQ  be a convex domain in .nC  Let ( ) =nz ,0

( ( ) ( ) ( ) ) n
nzzz C∈00

2
0

1 ...,,,  be an arbitrary boundary point of nΩ  in .nQ

We put ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ) )....,0,0,...,,,: 00
2

0
1

0
nzzzz =  Then, ( )0z  is also a boundary
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point of the domain Ω in .2≅S  There exist an open neighborhood U of
( )0z  in S and a real valued function β of class 1C  on U such that U is

contained in ( ),1
nn Q−ρ  that 0d ≠β  at each Ux ∈  and that

{ ( )xUxU β∈=Ω ;∩  }.0<  There exists a positive integer j such that

either 0≠∂β∂ jx  at ( )0z  for the real part jx  of jz  or 0≠∂β∂ jy  at ( )0z

for the imaginary part jy  of .jz  In the latter case, we replace jz  by .i jz

We may assume that nj <  and we exchange jz  and 1z  and replace U by

a closer neighborhood V of ( ).0z  Thus, without loss of generality, we may

assume that n
fS C=  and that there exists a real valued function

( )...,,, 321 zzyg  of class 1C  on a neighborhood V, which is a subset of U

and is the ball of radius 03r  centered by ( ),0z  of the boundary point ( )0z

of Ω so as there holds

( ) ( ){ }....,,,;...,,, 3211321 zzygxVzzzzV <∈==Ω ∩ (9)

Let B be the ball of radius 02r  centered by ( ).0z  We put ( )BB nn ρ=:  and

will show that the open set nn B∩Ω  is an open set of holomorphy in .nC

For this purpose, we show that nn B∩Ω  is X-regular in the sense of

Kajiwara [29].

For any nonnegative number t smaller than ,21  we denote by tT  and

ntT ,  the translations

( ) ( ),...,,...,,,...,,...,,, 1201121 ++ += nnnnt zzztrzzzzzT (10)

( ) ( ),...,,,...,,, 20121, nnnt zztrzzzzT += (11)

and put

( ) ( ) ( ) ,14;...,,:
1

2
0

220
21













−<−∈= ∑
∞

=k
kkt rtzzSzzP (12)

( ) ( ) ( ) ,14;...,,,:
1

2
0

220
21,













−<−∈= ∑
=

n

k
kk

n
nnt rtzzzzzP C (13)
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and

( ( ) ),: 11
tnntt PQBTE ∩∩∩ −− ρΩ= (14)

( ).: ,
1

,, ntnnnntnt PQBTE ∩∩∩Ω= − (15)

Then, for any positive number t smaller than ,21  ntE ,  is a relatively

compact open subset of .,0 nnnnnn BQBE ∩∩∩ Ω=Ω=

Now, let { }IiU nin ∈= ;: ,U  be any pseudoconvex covering of nE ,0

and { }Ijif nij ∈,;,  be any 1-cocycle of the covering nU  with coefficient

in the structure sheaf nO  of ,fS  which is regarded as .nC  Since the

n-dimensional subset ntE ,  is relatively compact in the infinite

dimensional open set B∩Ω  in S, for any positive number t smaller than

21  we associate a positive number ( )tτ=τ  such that, for the open

convex set

( )












τ<∈== ∑
∞

+= 1

22
321 ;...,,,

nk
kt zSzzzzW (16)

in S, ( ) tntn WE ∩,
1−ρ  is contained in .B∩Ω  We put ( ) ∩ninit UU ,

1
, : −ρ=

.tt WE ∩  Then, { }IiU itt ∈= ;: ,U  is a pseudoconvex covering of .tt WE ∩

For any ,, Iji ∈  each function nnijf ρ,  is holomorphic in ∩∩ jtit UU ,,

.tt WE ∩

Since tT  maps tt WE ∩  biholomorphically onto ( ) tn PQB ∩∩∩ 1−ρΩ

,tW∩  since there holds ( ( ) ) 0,H 11 =ρΩ ∞− Ettn WPQB ∩∩∩∩  by the

partition of unity and since the canonical homomorphism ( ) →OU ,H1
t

( )O,H1
tt WE ∩  is injective by Lemma 0L  of Scheja [63], the 1-cocycle

{ }Ijif
ttjtit WEUUnnij ∈|ρ ,;

,,, ∩∩∩  of the covering tU  with value in ∞E

is a coboundary. Hence, there exists a 0-cochain { } ( )∞∈∈ EU ,C; 0
, tit Iig

such that itjtnnij ggf ,,, −=ρ  on ttjtit WEUU ∩∩∩ ,,  for any ., Iji ∈

For any Ii ∈  and any positive number t smaller than ,21  we put nitU ,,
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.: ,, ntni EU ∩=  Then, { }IiU nitnt ∈= ;: ,,,U  is a pseudoconvex covering of

.tt WE ∩  For any Ii ∈  and any positive number t smaller than ,21  let

nitf ,,  be the restriction of itf ,  to .,, nitU  Then, the coboundary of the

0-cochain { } ( )∞∈∈ EU ,C; ,
0

,, ntnit Iig  is the 1-cocycle { ∈|
tnit EUijtf ∩,,,

( )},,Z ,
1

nnt OU  which is the restriction of the 1-cocycle { } ∈∈ Ijif nij ,;,

( ).,Z1
nn OU

Then, the 1-cocycle { ( ) }IjiXf
ttjtit WEUUnnij ∈|ρ ,;exp

,,, ∩∩∩  of the

covering nU  with value in LA  is the coboundary of the 0-cochain

{ ( ) } ( ).,C;exp ,
0

,,
∞∈∈ Lntnit IiXg EU  By the assumption of the present

theorem, the 1-cocycle { ( ) } ( ,Z,;exp ,
1

, ,, ntWEUUnnij IjiXf
ttjtit

U∈∈|ρ ∩∩∩

)LA  is a coboundary in the LA  category and there exists a 0-cochain

{ },;,, IiF nit ∈  which belongs to ( )Lnt AU ,C ,
0  and the coboundary of which

is the 1-cocycle { ( ) } ( ).,Z,;exp ,
1

, ,, LntWEUUnnij IjiXf
ttjtit

AU∈∈|ρ ∩∩∩

Now, we take a sequence ( ){ }...,3,2,1; =ννt  of positive numbers

( )νt  smaller than 21  such that ( ) ( ),1+ν>ν tt  ( )( ) ( )( )1+ντ>ντ tt  for

...,,3,2,1=ν  ( ) ,0→νt  ( )( ) 0→ντ t  as ∞→ν  and that the preceding

open set ( ) ntE ,ν  is relatively compact in the rear open set ( ) .,1 ntE +ν  Since

the canonical homomorphism

( ) ( ( ) )LntLn EE AA ,Hlim,H ,
1

,0
1

ν∞→ν
→ (17)

is quasi-injective by Theorem 2, the 1-cocycle { ( ) }IjiXf nij ∈,;exp ,  is the

coboundary of a 0-cochain { } ( ).,C; ,
0

, Lntni IiF AU∈∈  Thus, we have

proved that the open set nn B∩Ω  is X-regular. By Kajiwara [29],

nn B∩Ω  is a domain of holomorphy. By Oka [59], the Cartan

pseudoconvex domain nΩ  is a domain of holomorphy. By Noverraz [54],

Ω is pseudoconvex in the infinite dimensional Hilbert space S. Lastly, by

Gruman [15], Ω is a domain of holomorphy in the Hilbert space S.
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As the above proof shows, we can replace (7) in Theorem 3 by

( ) ( ).,,:j 11 ∞∞ Ω→Ω LLa PP EA ∩∩ HH (18)

Concerning the converse, Patyi [60, 61, 62] proved the validity of
Oka’s principle for pseudoconvex domains in certain Banach spaces and
infinite dimensional solvable complex Lie groups.
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